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UNITED s-TATss ,ATENT OFFICE 
2,665,912 

MAGsETIQGAME BOAR? WI’TH MAG? 
NETIZED‘SPHERICAL GAME PIECES 

MEI‘Y'P; :I-uran, Youngstown, Ohio‘ 
Applicatioii‘?iril'l'l, 1951, Serial No. 2213a) 

(01: mes-11's) 2 Claims; 

This invention relates we bears and 
lhoré‘ particularly to'a game board incorpiir ' 
a plurality of magnetized ‘spherical games _ es. 

The‘ 'ri'ncip'al object of Lhe invention is‘ the 
provision of a game board having a plurality'bf 
score zones each of which has glr‘ia'gnetiz?able 
metallic pieces for attracting and/or repelling 
~Iiiagrietizable spherical game pieces. a 
A further ob'jéC?-O'f the intention the pro 

vision of a game board having a playing siir'face 
incorporating magnetiiabIe score objectives and 
a plurality of hollow spheres comprising playing 
pieces, each of the hollow spheres having asse 
sndary sphere looselyposit-ioned therein and the 
second sphere including v'mag'i'leti‘z‘able‘ material. 
A still further Object sf ‘the invention is't?e 

provision or iilelipelasively formed, ‘attractive 
game board which’ may be rapidly assembled 

15 

from readily obtainable materials and whicHis 
particularly suited for use as a table top garne.__ 
A still further object of the inventio'ii is the 

provision of a 'galne'board wherein playing sur 
face is provided incorpori "mg magnetie éle'iné?ts 
including‘ north and south poles together was a 
plurality of spherical game pieces" incorpor'a rig 
magnetic‘ elements having north and south poles 
and whereby the game pieces are attracted toiér 
repelled from the magnetic eléments'i‘n the game 
board as the same are‘ rolled‘ the cross“. _ 
The game board disclosed herein“ ccmprisesa 

novel table top game particularly suited for home 
use in that it resembles somewhat the gains of 
shu?ieboard and at the same time incorporates 
novel scoring areas and novel game pieces for 
achieving scoring results thereon. 
The game board disclosed herein,- and particu 

larly the magrietizabl'e metallic pieces in the 
playing surface thereof and the spherical game 
pieces each of which incorporates va‘ magnetiza 
ble or r'riagrieticv element, makes possible an un 
usually exciting and interesting game as the play 
ing pieces are rolled across the playing surface 
of the game board as the spherical game pieces 
will ‘follow an erratic path depending upon their 
position with respect to the magnetizable or 
magnetic elements in the playing surface‘ of’ the 
game‘ board and the positioningof the magnetiza 
ble or magnetic elements in the‘ spherical game 
pieces themselves. _ ‘ 
With the foregoingv and other-objects in View 

which will appear as the description’ proceeds, 
the invention resides in the combination and ar 
rangement of parts and in the details of con 
struction hereinafter described and claimed, it 
being the intention to cover all changes and 
modi?cations of the example of the invention 
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2 
hereiirshssen fer purposes» of» the disclosure, 
which do not: constitute departures from the 
spirit and scope of the invention. 
The invention is illustrated in theaccompany 

ing drawing, wherein: 
Figure 1 ma top‘ fllaili'liew 0f the game board. 
Figure 2 is a vertical section on line 2—2- of 

Figure I. p _ p v 

Figure 3~is a Vertical S‘éCtiUii Oil-line 3-43 or 
Figure 1.’ 

Figure 4 is a 'cro's‘ssection‘ (if. one of a, plurality 
ofsphei‘ic'al game‘ pieces‘ 'employediwithlth'e‘ game 
board shown in Figure ‘1-. ‘ _ _ _ 

Figure 5 is an enlarged vdetailedview of a por 
tion of the game‘ board shbwri inFigure 1» and 
showing a modi?ed- mag'iiétizable element posi 
tio'n‘ed on the playing ‘surface thereon 

By referring‘ to the‘ drawings and Figure l in 
particular" it will be ‘seen that the game board 

‘ comprisesa rectangular frame lt'incluiiing a bot 
tom member II and a playing surface I2 which 
may be'r?at or inclined‘e'ithé'r toward the front or 
the back of the game board. The front of the 
game board comprises the" lowermost end, as 
shown in’ Figure l of the drawings, and the back 
comprises the" uppermost end" arid’ it will be ob 
served ‘that tlié' playing surface I2 is in the form 
of an? elevated platfcriii with respect to the bet 
tom I I‘ and‘tha't‘i'tlis narrowe‘r'tli'an the bottom I I 
so that balllreturn passageways I 3;! 3 are de?ned 
dn'e' on each‘ side'of the‘playing'surface I2. 
These ballireturn passageways {3-43 may be, 

and preferablyaré, partially‘covered by an‘ in 
turned ?ange l4 which extends around the edge 
of the game board‘a'nd is attached t‘o'the rectan 
gularpiram’e H1. The ‘front end of the playing 
board i'ss‘o' arranged that the bottom II is‘ e5: 
posed between the front edge I5 or the playing 
surface" I2 and the end‘ Wall IDA ofJ the'recta'n'gu 
lar frame [0. 
The ball’ return" passageways" I3; I 3- communi 

caté with‘this end" portion a’ndin Figure 1 of "the 
drawings two" of the“ spherical game pieces are 
illustrated in" this area‘, and indicated by the 
name-rat I65 The épp'osite or back end of the 
gamebbard; which‘lis tlie'upperm‘ost portion oi‘ 
the 'view‘inFigure‘ 1’; has" an end'pariel I‘! which 
is'tilted with respect to" the playing surface I! so 
that-itinclines'sidewardly‘ arid rearwardly toward 
the ball receiving channels I3-I 3. The passage 
ways l'3ll-r3ex-tend across‘ the back end ‘of the 
game board and into a ball receiving area It and 
one of the spherical game pieces IE is shown in 
position therein in Figure 1 of the drawings. 

Still referring to Figure 1 of the drawings it 
will be observed that the playing surface I2 is 
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divided into a plurality of score zones. These 
score zones are preferably, but not necessarily, 
separated by transverse lines I9 and they include 
indicia as to the score obtained when one of the 
spherical game pieces I6 is caused to rest there 
in. The indicia as illustrated in Figure 1 of the 
drawings comprise the numerals 10, 50, 100, 150, 
300 and 500, some of which are associated with 
plus symbols and some of which are associated 
with minus symbols. The scoring indicia illus 
trated and just described is optional and may 
obviously be altered if desired. Each of the score 
zones de?ned by the transverse lines I9 are gen 
erally indicated by the numerals 20 and each in 
cludes a plurality of magnetizable or magnetic 
pieces 2| positioned flush with the playing sur 
face I2 as best shown vin Figures 3 and 5 of the 
drawings. 
Each of these magnetic or magnetizable pieces 

2I may comprise a bar magnet, as disclosed in 1 
Figure 3 of the drawings, with the north and 
south poles at its opposite ends or they may com 
prise a simple metallic piece as shown in Figure 5 
of the drawings wherein the ends have integrally 
formed barbs 22 enabling the piece to be secured 
to the material of the playing surface I2. Alter 
nately, the pieces 2I may comprise sprayed spots 
of resin incorporating magnetizable powder and 
applied to the playing surface I2 through a sten 
cil or similar device to de?ne a desirable area of ' 
the magnetic material. For example, a resin 
binder loaded with iron ?lings or iron ore, or 
other similar magnetizable metal, may be sprayed 
in a desired pattern on the playing surface I2. 
The spherical game pieces I6, heretofore referred 
to, are identical in size and construction in the 
preferred embodiment of the game and one of the 
game pieces I6 is illustrated in cross sectional 
enlarged detail in Figure 4 of the drawings. 
By referring thereto it will be observed that the 

sphere I6 is formed of a non-magnetic material, 
such as a synthetic resin, capable of being 
moulded, for example in two halves which are 
later cemented together to form a completed 
sphere, the halves being illustrated in Figure 4 
of the drawings as I 6 and ISA and the sphere 
thus formed enclosing in its hollow interior a 
secondary sphere 23, which like the sphere I8, 
may be formed of non-magnetizable material 
such as a synthetic resin and so as to enclose a ., 
magnet 24. Alternately, the sphere 23 may be 
formed entirely of magnetic material. 
In either event, the sphere is loosely positioned 

in the spheres I6 which are always formed of non 
magnetic material. A number of the spheres I6 
are used in playing the game and, for example, 
?ve spheres of a red color may be used by one 
player and ?ve spheres of a, green color may be 
used by another player, etc. When two players 
are playing the game, the spheres may be thrown 
alternately or each group of ?ve by each player 
and the spheres which are attracted to and re 
tained by the pieces ‘M in the various score zones 
20 may be added and the score obtained by the 
player thus totaled. ‘It will be understood that 
if some of the score indicia are preceded or pre 
fixed by minus symbols then the total of the 
spheres in those zones are substracted from the 
total of the spheres in the zones carrying the plus 
indicia. “ 

It will thus be seen that the game board dis 
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amusing and entertaining game results. 

4 
closed herein is particularly suited for play with 
the particular spheres disclosed herein which in 
corporates magnetic centers or centers of mag 
netic material. It will be observed that when a 
sphere is rolled across the several score zones 20 
of the board, its course will be in?uenced by the 
motion imparted it by the player and also by the 
positioning of the secondary sphere 23 therein 
and also by the position of the pieces 2| in the 
score zones. For example, assuming that each of 
the pieces 2| in the score zones carrying the in 
dicia minus 10 minus is formed of a piece of steel 
and not magnetized and the sphere incorporates 
a magnet having north and south poles in op 
positely disposed relation, as hereinbefore dis 
closed, then the sphere will be attracted to each 
of the pieces 2I whereas if the pieces 2| are mag 
netized so that they incorporate north and south 
poles in oppositely disposed relation, then the 
sphere will be attracted to some and repelled by 
others depending upon the positioning of the 
magnet in the secondary sphere 23 of the 
spheres I 5. 

It will thus be seen that the course of the play 
ing game pieces, the spheres I6, is quite erratic 
and quite novel as disclosed herein and that an 

Those 
spheres which are not seated in one of the zones, 
either on or off one of the pieces 2| and which 
roll across the entire length of the game board, 
will be automatically returned to the playing end 
or forward end of the game board by the return 
passageways I 3—I 3. 

It will thus be seen that a game board meeting 
the several objects of the invention has been dis 
closed which, together with the spherical game 
pieces also disclosed herein, makes possible the 
provision of the game board set forth in the 
objects. 
Having thus described my invention, what I 

claim is: 
1. A game board and playing pieces therefor, 

the game board comprisinga playing surface 
having scoring zones thereon and pieces of mag 
netic material in the scoring zones, the playing 
pieces comprising hollow spheres of non-mag 
netic material having smaller spheres of non 
magnetic material therein, said smaller spheres 
having portions of magnetized material exposed 
on their surfaces. 

2. A game board and playing pieces therefor, 
the game board comprising a playing surface 
having scoring zones thereon and pieces of mag 
netized material in the scoring zones, the play 
ing pieces comprising hollow spheres of non-mag 
netic material having smaller spheres of non 
magnetic material therein, said smaller spheres 
having portions of magnetic material exposed 
on their surfaces. 

MAR-Y P. JURAN. 
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